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The Ladies - Mackenzie
sister, ff or wife, mf The solace and joy of our life, f The solace and joy of our
sister, ff or wife, mf The solace and joy of our life, f The solace and joy of our
sister, ff or wife, mf The solace and joy of our life, f The solace and joy of our
sister, ff or wife, mf The solace and joy of our life, f The solace and joy of our
sister, ff or wife, mf The solace and joy of our life, f The solace and joy of our

life, p To woman, f like Love, ever young.
life, p To woman, f like Love, ever young, like Love, ever young, Let the
life, p To woman, f like Love, ever young, like Love, ever young, Let the
life, p To woman, f like Love, ever young, like Love, ever young, Let the
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Let the toast with all honour be sung!

From her eyes, from her eyes, Cupid flash-es his darts, That
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thill, _p while they capture our hearts, _p while they capture our hearts, _p while they capture our hearts, _p while they capture our hearts, _p while they capture our hearts, _p while they capture our hearts.